BASMAA
"Tune Your Car" :60 Radio
9/8/97 REV 3

VO ANNR 1:

(SFX: BANJO PLINKING & TUNING; MUSIC THROUGHOUT)

VO ANNR: The Bay Area Citizens and Mechanics Glee Club here folks reminding you to keep your car in tune. Hit it Fred.

(RHYTHM BANJO, TUBA, ETC.)

SINGERS: Black stuff in the morning, black stuff all day Belching from your tailpipe winds up in the Bay. If you don't tune up your motor gets dirty So does the Bay and that ain't purty...

VO ANNR: Don't go too long between tune-ups, folks. 'Cause exhausts get crudier. They float into the air, then drop to the ground where they wash into stormdrains and gutters and flow untreated into our creeks, Delta and Bay.

SINGERS: No that ain't purty...

VO ANNR: To find out more about car repair and pollution, call toll-free 1-888-BAY-WISE for our free "Keeping It All In Tune" Guide. That's 1-8-8-8-B-A-Y-W-I-S-E.
SINGERS: Bye bye black stuff, hello...cleaner-r-r-r...Bay!